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More than a sport, surfing is a lifestyle that’s reached the masses. The 

aspiration is far reaching and transcends demographics and geographical 

borders. With upwards of 35 million surfers worldwide and over 120 

million fans, the potential for surf parks is immense as they are quickly 

becoming the next big venue type.

As you’re on a mission to create an iconic surf venue, we’ve got your back 

to ensure that the surf is always pumping.

Building a true surf experience requires your venue to offer:

A wave with as much variety as the ocean, but on command. 

A beach that attracts people to soak up the scene and stay.

A community built around the surf lifestyle.

Not just a wave or a pool, Endless Surf is intentionally designed as much 

for catching perfect waves as it is for sharing the stoke and fostering 

a true surf experience. Plus, Endless Surf is alleviating many of the 

operational challenges that surf parks face, so that your venue can deliver 

day in and day out.

Deliver the 
stoke with an 
iconic surf park

Let’s create a world class surf 
destination that is a viable and 

sustainable business. This is the 
next generation of surfing
This is your next big break.
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Pure-play 
surf park 
SURFTOWN MUNICH

Anchoring a 
Variety of Venues 

golf
Parkwood Village Gold Coast

With well over a hundred in planning globally, surf park developments are 

showing no signs of slowing. From surf-centric venues to large mixed-use 

developments, Endless Surf anchors many different development types that are 

executing a variety of business goals.

Hotel & 
Resort 
NorthBreak Port Douglas

Urban 
Mixed-Use 
Surf the Wave Vietnam

Sports 
Lifestyle Hub 
La Vague Grand Paris

family 
entertainment 
Surf’N’Play Melbourne 
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The 
Heart 
and Soul 
of Your 
Venue
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Not your 
average wave pool

With powerful, customizable surf and a lagoon design that works to a developer’s advantage, Endless 

Surf is designed for experience optimization. Our robust hardware, innovative software suite, and 

natural aesthetic alleviates operational challenges and enhances the overall surf experience.

Offering a holistic approach to operating your surf venue, Endless Surf is built to maximize:

         surf Experience             Venue Designs                         Operational Efficiency 
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The 
Footprint

perfect for a variety of 
spaces, equally designed for 

unrivaled surfing experiences 
and business viability.

Scalable in Size 

Dependent on the number 

of pneumatic wave-making 

caissons along the backwall of 

the pool, Endless Surf can be 

scaled up or down to offer a 

perfect fit for your venue.

Scaling sizes will influence ride 

times, and will slightly affect 

operating modes, however, 

wave quality is never sacrificed.

140m (459ft) x 63m (208ft) 193m (634ft) x 75m (247ft) 233m (764ft) x 82m (269ft)

14

259m (850ft) x 85m (279ft) 272m (893ft) x 83m (271ft)

ES24 ES36 ES48

ES56 ES60

ES24 through ES60 are primary sizings, 
although we can accommodate lagoons 
larger and smaller or with any number of 
caissons in between.
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surf 
zones Standard version

extended version

Surf Zones for Any Skill Level

In addition to high capacity and waves per 

hour, Endless Surf provides dedicated zones for 

surfers of any skill level. Customizable waves can 

be programmed at The Peak for advanced and 

intermediate surfers, while The Shore is available 

for those learning.

STANDARD VERSIONS FOR COMPACT 
FOOTPRINTS

Our standard lagoon version offers a smaller 

footprint without affecting capacities in the two 

most important surf zones: The Peak & The 

Shore. Plus, standard versions also offer slightly 

longer waves at The Peak, as compared to our 

extended versions.

Extended versions for higher capacity

Compared to standard versions, we’ve designed 

an extended (X) version of our lagoon that’s 

perfect for increased surfer throughput. Offering 

an extra surfing zone at The Inside, our ES36X 

and ES48X models come with lengthened 

shoulder walls. 

Capacity is increased by 20 on extended 

versions totaling up to 100 surfers on ES48X and 

90 surfers on ES36X.

ES48 Split Peak Configuration

ES48x Split Peak Configuration

16
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Customizable 
waves on command

Size

Frequency & Wave 
Interval Management

shape

capacity

Ride length

• Endless wave variety with ability to customize section by section

• Flex pool operations to capacity so that no waves are ever wasted
FLEXIBLITY

• Controllable wave heights up to 2.1m/7ft

• Customizable shape ranging from powerful barrels and airs sections to 
mellow longboard waves

• Ability to precisely control variables that affect wave shape

• Up to 80 surfers on standard versions and 100 on extended versions

• Beginners can surf during any session, so there’s no need to manage 
experience levels into separate sessions

• Up to a 32 second ride in Single Peak mode on an ES60

• Waves at The Peak offer on average a 12s ride in Split Peak mode

• Waves generated every 8-16 seconds

• Delivering 400-700 waves per hour

• Current management allows for little to no reset time

Emulating the feeling of natural ocean swell, Endless Surf harnesses the power of individual caissons 

which inject air into the lagoon to create waves. How the caissons are sequenced is based on Endless 

Surf’s proprietary software, Swell Studio. With this powerful wave creation tool in charge of backend wave 

programming, there is potential to create hundreds of different wave types.

Operating Modes
• Split Peak - high capacity with all surf zones pumping

• Half Power - scaled power usage when capacity is low.

• Single Peak - long waves perfect for private events/competitions

Our reliable pneumatic technology 
is designed for flexibility, ease of 

operations, and wave variety.
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Our parent company WhiteWater, has been in the business of moving water for over 40 years, 

building wave pools for some of the world’s most recognizable brands. Building Endless Surf 

upon the foundations of pneumatic technology was a simple choice, because of the benefits 

that it provides our clients in their short and long term operations.

The Power of 
Pneumatic Hardware

Flexibility

Redundancy

Ease of 
Maintenance 

Longevity

• Unlimited caisson sequencing and wave creating potential

• Operating modes that tailor wave creation to capacity – no 
waves or energy wasted

• No down time

• Standardized parts

• Maintenance can be performed without stopping 
operations nor draining the lagoon

• Training and monitoring program included

• No submerged parts

• Most systems operate trouble free for 10+ years

• Built into equipment in case a part fails

• Can still operate fully with a caisson or fan out
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the brains
behind the
experience
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We’ve fully innovated off of the foundation of our pneumatic 

hardware. Endless Surf comes equipped with 3 built-in software 

systems, all aimed at keeping guests happy on the wave and 

throughout the venue, and to create more operational efficiency.

As the only surf lagoon technology on the market with an all-

encompassing software suite included, we’ve created systems that 

combine and ease front-end and back-end operations. This is the 

Endless Surf Software Suite:

The Endless Surf 
Software Suite

surf concierge swell studio wave doctor

We’ve thought about what 
makes an exceptional inland 

surf experience - one which is 
seamless and personalized. 

Surf Concierge - Guest Management and Bookings
Swell Studio - Wave Creation, operations, and energy optimization
Wave Doctor - Preventative Maintenance and Monitoring
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We know that guest satisfaction and operational efficiency have a direct impact on 

your bottom line. That’s why in addition to a superior wave, we give you the tools to 

effectively manage your wave and how you guests interact with it.

Surf Concierge is Endless Surf’s guest management platform, designed to work with Swell 

Studio, so that your guests have a seamless and easy journey to getting on your waves; 

waves that are tailored for them because you know who is surfing them.

Powered by Vantage, a venue management platform for resort and entertainment 

destinations, Surf Concierge gets your surfers on the waves quickly and safely. 

surf
concierge
The key to delivering the right waves for the right people.

how 
it works 

Surf Concierge transforms 
your venue into a smart 

destination giving you efficient 
processes, and smarter 

decision-making to drive your ROI.

After creating an online profile, surfers start planning their visit by interacting with the 

app. Once they get to your surf park, they’ll be given a smart wrist band which they can 

link to their app, so now, with just a simple tap on readers around your venue, you’ll 

instantly know who they are, their skill level, and whether they’ve signed a waiver. This 

information is also displayed on the Swell Studio interface, taking the guess work out 

of programming the right waves for the surfers’ skill levels.  

With powerful data tracking, you’ll be able to see where your guests are coming from, 

how long they stay, and what demographics ride the longest and return the most - all 

recorded in a simple, user-friendly system.
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Swell Studio gives you ultimate control 
over your waves; it is the most flexible, and 

configurable wave system on the market.

SHAPING wAVES 
WITH SWELL STUDIO
Perhaps our most powerful tool, giving venues complete flexibility when it comes 

to wave programming and operating your surf lagoon. Flexibility is the future of surf 

parks, and this is where it starts. 

Enter the shaping room and take a seat behind Endless Surf’s Swell Studio interface. 

This one-of-a-kind operations software allows you to design custom waves based on 

specific operating scenarios and the skill levels in the pool. As the control center, Swell 

Studio is the “brains” of our surf lagoon, allowing you to create endlessly flexible 

waves to ensure each session is satisfying and never stale.

Wave Creation 
The most satisfying and tailored sessions

With expert programming, brand new waves and combinations can be created from 

the seven core wave types that are built in. The pre-set wave selection includes special 

waves for aerials and enables the operator to respond to live requests for various types 

of waves during a session. This variety means no session need ever be the same, which 

means your break will never get stale.

Operations and Energy Optimization
Flexible and Responsive Operations

The simple interface transforms wave operations. In a few simple taps you can have 

an overview of the lagoon and choose which waves to run in the different zones. 

Chambers can be operated in any configuration that you like, however we offer three 

readily available operating scenarios catered to common capacities.

Endless Surf lagoons are responsive in that they don’t just run as ON or OFF, allowing 

operators to optimize their power consumption and use only as much energy as is 

needed. By having the flexibility to deliver waves how and when you need them, Swell 

Studio ensures that no waves go wasted.
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Flexibility is the 
Future of Surf Parks

• Quality Waves and quality surf experience

• Variety of wave customizations for all skill levels

• Private style, competition wave – there’s only one longer wave in the industry

The Surfer 
Tailored and customized experiences

• Flex operations to capacity – operate beyond just On/Off

• No wasted waves or wasted energy

• Wave interval management for a safer experience

The Operator/Venue  
Flexibility to adapt to any scenarios 

Swell Studio is transforming the surf park experience, 
benefiting both the surfer and the operator.
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Because the health of your Endless 

Surf lagoon is important to us, Wave 

Doctor is our commitment to ensuring 

that your equipment runs smoothly, 

and the waves never have to stop 

pumping. Just like a doctor, this 

maintenance software component will 

diagnose common problems before 

they arise and provide a correct 

course of treatment, giving operators 

a view into the inner workings of their 

wave machinery. 

Wave 
Doctor

Software Support 
• Daily safety check-lists

• Times cycles and lifespan of mechanical components

• Preventative maintenance monitoring and timelines

• Monitor and detect non-responsive hardware

• Real-time power consumption and reporting

Hardware Support
• Inventory of readily available spare parts

• Power supplies, air filters, PLC cards, actuators, air fittings, valves, etc.

• Sensors placed on key equipment for ongoing monitoring

• No parts are submerged!

• Easy maintenance w/ out pool draining

• Increased lifespan of parts

• 24/7 support available from our team of engineers

The inherent longevity of pneumatic systems paired with the help and care of Wave 

Doctor means that your surf break can be in good health for decades to come.

32
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Designs 
That 
Drive ROI
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Uninterrupted views 
(filming and branding opportunities)

natural 
organic aesthetic

the peak

Maximized 
beach front

Compact 
foot print

Waterfront 
real estate

Three tiers of 
rock solid ROI
The Pool

This is the center of the action. It’s the heart and soul of 

your venue with a sleek design to build around that isn’t an 

eye-sore. Our flexible technology means you can generate 

surf session income by repeatedly attracting surfers with a 

menu of exceptional waves. Plus you won’t lose revenue on 

inefficiencies and unwanted expenses.

 

The Beach/Boardwalk

Critical to the surf experience, Endless Surf’s beachfront is 

the most naturalistic on the market. With sweeping views 

of breaking waves, guests can grab a drink of choice and 

relax and recount waves in an authentic surf environment. 

Whether its pre or post-session, the beach and boardwalk are 

another place to earn revenue from cabana rentals and food 

& beverage, and ultimately build your surf community beyond 

the lineup.

 

The Additional Amenities

With 360 degrees of waterfront surrounding Endless Surf, 

there are ample opportunities to earn ancillary revenue from 

additional amenities. As a developer, you can even build on 

and utilize the prime real estate space along the back wall of 

the lagoon. From resort lodging and commercial real estate 

space, to beachside dining and complimentary activities, 

there’s plenty of options, depending on your venue type, to 

increase length of stay and offer more amazing experiences.

360 degrees of 
entertainment

THE BEACH & 
BOARDWALK
Relax and recount waves in an 
anthentic surf environment

THE pool
SURF IS THE CENTER OF THE ACTION

THE ADDITIONAL 
AMENITIES
EARN ANCILLARY REVENUE BY
INCREASING LENGTH OF STAY
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Organic and 
Aesthetic Shape
With a nonindustrial and the most naturalistic design, Endless Surf 

offers a maximized beach and waterfront to compliment the surf 

experience (381m/1250ft) of shoreline on an ES48). Plus, our non-

invasive and low-profile technology allows for amazing views of the 

action and means that there’s development potential on top of the 

back wall of the lagoon.

Master planning with a purpose

Our experienced team of landscape architects listen to your vision 

and can help bring your world-class surf destination to life. From 

working with some of world biggest entertainment brands, we 

understand venue design and recognize that each venue is unique.

We don’t begin by designing a venue, we 
start by thinking about what guests come 

to buy: an exceptional surf experience.
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Experience 
You Can 
Trust
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An Insider’s View with a longstanding history

Part of what makes WhiteWater so successful is our comprehensive view into 

client success. We have hired many experienced operators who bring with 

them a deep understanding of venue management and how to minimize 

costs. When it comes to surf lagoons, we know that venues need flexibility 

and reliability built into their technology choice. In addition, the Endless Surf 

team will help your venue anticipate a number of operational realities which 

are best dealt with in planning, design, and technology rather than by trial 

and error.

Endless 
Support

Our expertise in creating venues allows us to look holistically at how our technology can be 

better for your bottom line. For example, we know that size matters when it comes to building 

and operating your surf lagoon.

PAUL CHUTTER
President

Baptiste Caulonque
Chief Commercial Officer

Anthony Marinakis
Venue Design and 

Master Planner

Ander Wynne-Edwards
Engineer Technologist

Clement Ginestet
Chief Product Engineer

Andrew Thatcher
VP Business Development

Tanner Wilson
Marketing Lead

Axel Terradillos
Engineer
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A natural progression for our product line

In business since 1980, WhiteWater built its first wave pool in 1989 and 

has continued delivering for 300+ wave pool developments ever since. In 

fact, we’ve delivered more waves than any-one else in the word with many 

of these large-scale developments still in operation today, with little or 

no issues on maintenance. That said, Endless Surf is a natural progression 

for our product line, as we’ve innovated our tried and tested pneumatic 

technology to deliver an industry-changing surf pool designed to benefit 

surfers, operators, and developers, alike.

Trusted by the world’s best brands

Our design process is focused on creating unrivaled experiences which 

deliver a solid ROI for our customers. It is this approach that has forged 

decades long supply relationships with iconic brands like Disney, Six 

Flags, Royal Caribbean, OCT, and Atlantis to name a few.

Making Waves 
Since 1985
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Ultimately, surf parks will be successful if surfers and guests are happy.That’s why our focus 

on creating the best surf experience goes well beyond our wave-making. After all, we know 

how powerful surfing can be. Influencing emotions in many different ways, everyone who 

paddles out is moved by more than just the pulse of water beneath them.

Moving more 
than just water

At Endless Surf we 
move more than just water. 

We move emotions.

Surfing is special to say the least, and that’s why we do what we do – bringing the thrill of riding 

a wave to newcomers and offering veteran surfers more opportunities to surf their brains out.  

After all, more surfing is never a bad thing. 

Surfing is...
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Our mission 
is simple: 
Provide you with a powerful 
technology you can count on. 
One that is flexible so you can 
adapt to a changing inland surf 
market and continually attract 
surfers to your venue.
 

Together, lets make a 
world-class surf destination 
that is a viable and sustainable 
business.

49
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Get in touch and 
find out how
 
Endless Surf is 
your next big break.
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www.endlesssurf.com

Head Office (Vancouver) | 180-6651 Fraserwood Place - Richmond, BC, V6W 1J3 
USA Office (San Diego) | 3655 Pacific Highway, #A - San Diego, CA, 92101

+18004666168i    -    info@endlesssurf.com 
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